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I. INTRODUCTION

Robotic manipulators have been leveraged for industrial
automation for several decades, mostly for tasks characterized
by stable, predictable environments. More recently, improved
sensing and control enabled these systems to operate in
more dynamic environments, namely warehouse logistics. This
domain is particularly challenging due to the stochastic nature
of the environment and the high variability of the items
(packaging) that need to be handled.

We present issues in identification and singulation of prod-
ucts in warehouse logistics and focus on some gaps between
academic work in this field and the problems we encounter
during product deployment. We list out the areas of needed
focus and potential solutions for continued work to address
these gaps.

II. INDUSTRY VS RESEARCH

Fig. 1: Special packaging for
what is typically shipped as
a simple box, showing out-of-
distribution data

Our domain of interest is
automatic robotic manipula-
tion of packages for pick-
and-place tasks in ware-
house logistics. We focus
on a system with RGBD
sensors that generate point
clouds and color images.
From this data we estimate
the location and various at-
tributes of individual pack-
ages to guide the manipula-

tor for task execution. Attribute extraction is typically per-
formed via deep learning methods, geometric / model-based
computer vision methods, heuristic algorithms or a combi-
nation of all. While research has provided many techniques
for approaching this problem, successful deployment into a
product often encounters additional issues, described below:

• Sensor noise: Every sensor has noise, which can be
dependent upon a number of environmental factors, such
as distance to target, material, ambient light or temper-
ature, etc. Further, for cameras, there is often a trade
off between capture speed and noise - At the speeds
required for production deployment, noise profiles are
generally worse. Our observation is that such noise levels

are more pertinent in the depth sensor than the color
image sensors1. Further, each class of sensor often has its
own noise profile, see Figure 2 for a comparison of two
popular depth cameras. For repeatability, many research
endeavors use simulated data, with either no noise, or a
stationary noise model [2] When we use these techniques
on our real data, they often fail. Most other research
[4] that do present results on real world point cloud
data use datasets from the autonomous driving domain
that are not aligned with the logistics industry since the
latter demands a more dense and refined definition of
object features to be able to distinguish between multiple
instances.

• Data distribution: Deep learning as a subset of machine
learning is data driven, and hence it is often assumed that
the test set for evaluating a model is drawn from the same
distribution as the training set was for valid analysis of
model performance. This is observed in most research on
new deep learning model architectures [5]. However this
dependence has impeding consequences when being used
in the industry because of two factors:

– Lack of large amount of labeled data for applications.
This often causes data imbalance in training and
test sets, since the most commonly used method
of randomly splitting a dataset has a much lower
probability of having similar testing instances in the
training set.

– Industry expectation of being able to handle any
package. Collecting data is limited to the package
types observed during data collection, which is very
expensive when performed during production hours
of the facility, therefore it is unrealistic to capture all
package types for model training purposes. Special
promotional packaging is a typical example of out-
of-distribution packages introduced by the industry,
see Figure 1.

Emphasis should also be given to what data is considered
to be within the same distribution. The typical distinction
of a data point to be within distribution is indicated by
the object of interest belonging to the same category [5].

1Depth sensing, being a newer technology, often has a greater noise problem
than RGB sensing at similar price points



(a) Example package (b) D415 pointclouds of front and sides (c) L515 pointclouds of front and sides
Fig. 2: Different noise profiles from the Realsense D415 vs L515 sensors

However, deep neural networks do not mimic humans
when encoding features from images, therefore seem-
ingly negligible changes in images, can have unintended
negative effects on the outcome of neural network pre-
dictions, and so a more feature-rich abstraction should
be considered. Consider an example where a network is
designed to detect 3 different types of packages one of
which is a box, with training set containing images with
brown boxes while the test set has brown boxes with tape
on them. In this case the human distinction of boxes is
negligible and would categorize any box within the same
category, however for a neural network the tape plays a
major role since such features were never observed in the
training set. Hence, this should be considered a separate
virtual category while splitting train and test sets.

• Deep learning model training cost: Packaging changes
and long-tail problem for rare packages require improv-
ing the deep learning model frequently. As the dataset
grows, the model performance improves, however the
resources required to train the model also increases.
Deep learning research often give less importance to
the labeling and training resources required [1, 3] since
their model iterations are only limited to obtaining one
good model. However utilizing such training resources
for model updates in a product is not a sustainable nor
scalable solution for industrial applications.

III. CLOSING THE GAP

To enable more efficient commercialization of research, we
recommend the following:

• More research on depth sensors and their noise profiles,
which can be used to improve signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR)
for the sensors and detecting transparent materials like
bags and glass. We also encourage researchers to publish
the results for their deep learning models on real sensor
data under various environmental conditions in addition
to simulation data for developers to get a better under-
standing on fit for a method into the application.

• We believe that it should be made a practice for deep
learning research to always include performance metrics
for out-of-distribution data. This not only exposes caveats
in the model generalization capabilities but also indicates
to a developer on the potential of use of such model in
their application as it would address the industry demand
for system to perform at-par for new packages up to a
certain threshold outside the training data distribution.

Fig. 3: Effect of different amount of augmentation on model
performance. Improves performance until a saturation point

• When inferring on a variety of product types, observing
data distribution becomes key when long-tail problems
arise. Model evaluations and solutions to such problem
are important when being used in production because
these are typically the most difficult to debug and collect
data for. Researchers are encouraged to consider model
performance evaluations under unevenly distributed data
and potentially derive solutions to such cases.

• Augmentation was found to be a major key in solving
for unprecedented scenarios, to account for the lack of
substantially large datasets and hence the variability in
collected data. This largely affects generalization of the
model which can be targeted towards the application at
hand. Figure 3 shows our experiments run on limited
data (1000 real images) and how augmentation (copy-
paste, augmix, geometric transformations, etc.) improves
performance. Additionally we would like to encourage
research on simulating camera imaging capabilities to
augment data from specific sensors used in production
not idealistic images.

• We believe research should not only be focused on
making inferences faster [6, 7] but also on the ability
to train deep neural networks faster and more efficiently
with less resources.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented observations from putting cutting-edge
deep-learning based vision systems into practice for pick-and-
place manipulation in warehouse logistics. While the research
community continues to advance the state-of-the-art, we have
found several stumbling blocks that bear further investigation.
It is our hope that renewed interest in these areas will prove
advantageous to both communities.
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